
01. TABLE : Objects in our homes hold stories. 
What happens at your table? Who gathers there?
What has happened there over the years or in the 
past week? Has your table been passed down or did 
you pick it out yourself?      

02. CLEAN : What’s your definition of clean in your 
home? Do you have a favorite way to clean? How do you 
feel when things in your house are cleaned up? Do you 
have a specific routine you follow?  

03. MAKE : Many of us make all kinds of things in our 
homes. We make food, make love, make cra�s, make 
beds, make memories, etc. What do you make in your 
home? When you write consider using the prompt “In 
this home I make...” 

04. DOOR : Who (or what) comes in and who (what) goes 
out? Think about all the different doors in your home and 
where they lead. Do you have a favorite door? Do you 
have a story about open doors vs. closed doors? 

05. WATCH : Within the walls of our homes it’s likely you 
watch all kinds of things: TV, ipads, phones, kids, pets, 
etc. What are you watching right now? When you write 
consider using the prompt “In this home I watch...”

06. GROW : Around our home we grow a variety of things 
from kids to plants. What grows in or around your home? 
When you write consider using the prompt “In this home I 
grow...” or “Around here I/we grow...”

07. HOME : For this last one you are invited to use the 
prompt “homes means.” What does home mean to you 
right now? Let yourself get creative with your photo - if 
you had to take one photo that encapsulated your home 
right now what would that be?

                  NOTES : Other things to remember.  
     


